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ABSTRACT

Hierarchical subdivision techniques remove the need for a-priori meshing of surfaces when ap-
proximating global illumination. In addition they allow progressive re�nement of the solution.
However, when subdivision is based upon Monte Carlo methods, due to the stochastic nature
of such techniques, subdivision decisions cannot be made unless a su�ciently large number of
samples have been considered. Shadow boundaries are one of the main features such subdivision
algorithms are designed to detect, but mesh elements that are in shadow receive less light, and
hence are slower to subdivide. In this paper we investigate methods for modifying the Monte Carlo
hierarchical subdivision algorithm to improve the detection of shadow boundaries and caustics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Global illumination is a task that requires a large
number of computations to calculate. Monte
Carlo based techniques have previously been in-
troduced as methods to model complex proper-
ties of the global illumination solution [Kajiy86a].
Pattanaik and Mudur presented particle trac-
ing, a Monte Carlo method modelling the prop-
agation of `photons' throughout the environment
[Patta92a]. Pattanaik's method relied on the sur-
faces within the scene being discretised into a-
priori elements before the rendering stage. This
restriction leads to major problems. The scene
modeller rarely knows what resolution to mesh
the surfaces within the scene, as lighting varia-
tions across surfaces are expected to be resolved
by the render. Both over- and under-estimation
have signi�cant drawbacks: under-estimating the
surface gridding can cause the surfaces to appear
discretised|with very noticable artifacts; over-
estimation will take far longer for the approxima-
tion to converge, with typical Monte Carlo noise
clearly visible if the approximation has not yet
converged.

Hierarchical subdivision techniques have been in-
troduced in other global illumination techniques

as a method to adapt the mesh automatically
to reduce the error. Hanrahan et al. developed
an algorithm which subdivided mesh elements
based upon the illumination gradient within that
element[Hanra91a]. Heckbert used hierarchical
techniques to store adaptive radiosity textures on
surfaces when generating images using bidirec-
tional ray tracing [Heckb90a]. Hierarchical sub-
division was later incorporated into Monte Carlo
radiosity techniques by Tobler et al. and Bekaert
et al. [Toble97a, Bekae98a].

Due to the stochastic nature of Monte Carlo
methods the radiosity approximation within a
mesh element cannot be considered stable|
locally converged enough for extra samples to
make a negligable di�erence to the radiosity
within that element|until a statistically signi�-
cant number of samples have been collected. Un-
til a mesh element is stable it cannot be consid-
ered for subdivision, as any imbalance in illumi-
nation across its surface could be due to stochas-
tic noise. Current depth-�rst Hierarchical Monte
Carlo Radiosity algorithms work well for areas
of high illumination|where a statistically signif-
icant number of samples will arrive quickly. How-
ever, due to the partial occlusion of elements con-
taining shadow boundaries those elements will be



slower to subdivide than their unoccluded neigh-
bours. This leads to scenes where a good approx-
imation has been reached for most of the scene,
but the shadow boundaries appear jagged due to
the lower subdivision of the elements containing
them. This paper proposes two techniques to
improve the detection of illumination di�erences
when subdividing in order to reduce the num-
ber of computations needed to reach an accurate
enough solution.

The next section summarises the algorithm pro-
posed by Tobler et al. for adding hierarchical
subdivision to a Monte Carlo method for solv-
ing global illumination. In section 3 an improved
subdivision metric is discussed and its behaviour
is compared with the existing metric for two dif-
ferent scenes. Section 4 presents and evaluates a
new heuristic for improving the subdivision along
shadow boundaries where previous methods have
been slow to subdivide. Section 5 describes how
the resulting meshes may be triangulated to avoid
T-vertex discontinuities, and shows the results for
the method proposed in section 4 compared to
the original algorithm using bilinear interpolation
between mesh elements. The paper �nishes with
conclusions about the two methods and future im-
provements.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

This paper is based upon the particle trac-
ing technique developed by Pattanaik [Patta93a]
modi�ed to include the hierarchical subdivision
algorithm published by Tobler et al. [Toble97a].
However, the techniques presented in this paper
are equally applicable to any method of generat-
ing a hierarchical subdivision of surface radiosity
where a depth-�rst stochastic technique is used
to model the propagated light [Heckb90a]. The
particle tracing algorithm models global illumina-
tion by emitting `photons' from the light sources
within the scene and tracking them as they in-
teract with the surfaces within the scene. When
a photon is reected by a surface, the radiosity
within the element on that surface which the pho-
ton hit is increased by the energy the particle was
carrying. The particle then loses energy accord-
ing to the reectance of the surface hit and is
reected. The particles are then absorbed when
their energy drops below some energy threshold.
To compensate for the bias this culling of parti-
cles introduces we use Russian roulette. The hi-
erarchical algorithm, rather than depending upon
pre-meshing of the surfaces, maintains a hierar-
chy of meshes in a quad-tree structure.

When a particle hits a surface, its intersection
point is passed to the top level of a quad-tree
representing piece-wise approximations to the ra-
diosity across the surface at di�erent resolutions.
The particle hit is registered in the appropriate
element at each level in the quad-tree. The lev-
els within the quad-tree maintain counters indi-
cating the number of photons that have been re-
ceived by that mesh element, and the numbers
that have propagated to each one of the elements
on the level below. At any given time there is
a set of nodes within the tree that represents the
piece-wise functional representation of the radios-
ity over the surface. These nodes are the `current'
layer and need not all be on the same level of the
quad-tree. One or more levels below these current
elements are `preview' elements which are used to
gauge the accuracy of the functional representa-
tion at the current level.

Once a statistically signi�cant number of particles
have hit a current element, that element is con-
sidered for subdivision. If the di�erence in illumi-
nation between that element and the subelements
on the preview layer is signi�cantly large, the el-
ement is subdivided. The level below the current
level becomes current and a new level is created
below each of the preview subpatches. Through-
out this paper we have used a constant represen-
tation of radiosity within an element|that the
whole patch has radiosity equal to the average
for that patch, however the techniques presented
are equally valid for higher order representations.

3 MULTI-CHANNEL SUBDIVISION

Tobler et al. have determined whether a patch
needs to be subdivided or not by comparing the
number of incident photons on each of its sub-
nodes in the preview layer. If the di�erence be-
tween nodes is su�ciently high then the patch
is subdivided. This method relies on two as-
sumptions: that the majority of incident pho-
tons within a scene carry direct illuminiation and
hence have similar energy or `weight'; and that
there are no areas where the number of incident
photons is constant but the radiosity changes.
Let us consider these two assumptions. The par-
ticle tracing algorithm developed by Pattanaik ei-
ther reected photons at a surface (with probabil-
ity equal to the surface reectance p) or absorbed
them (with probability 1 � p) [Patta93a]. We
choose instead to suppress the absorption of par-
ticles by decreasing the weight of particles accord-
ing to the surface reectance. Using this method
only those photons carrying direct illumination
are guaranteed to have maximum weight. The



percentage of photons carrying maximum weight
will vary depending upon the average reectance
of the scene and the threshold weight below which
particles are subject to Russian roulette. Tobler's
second assumption can be broken if the scene
contains lights with di�erent colours or brightly
coloured texture maps.

3.1 Method

Since we cannot assume that the majority of in-
cident photons have similar weights, it is nec-
essary to test a subdivision criterion in which
no assumption about incident particle weights is
made. In addition to storing the number of inci-
dent particles|which is still used in this method
as a node stability metric|we also store the to-
tal weight of all incident particles received and
propagated by each node in the quad-tree in each
channel of light being modelled. Light is modelled
in the standard RGB triplet form, so each node
contains both total received and total propagated
weights of red, green and blue light. However, this
method will extend to the spectral treatment of
light.

The decision as to whether or not an element
requires subdivision is now based upon the dif-
ferences in received light at each patch for each
channel. If any one channel has a di�erence large
enough to warrant splitting, the element is sub-
divided.

3.2 Results

The results presented in this section compare the
multi-channel subdivision metric described in the
previous section with the method used by Tobler
et al. which used the number of incident photons
as a simple approximation to the average radios-
ity within a patch.

Two di�erent test scenes are used: the �rst is a
simple scene with a single light source, grey walls,
a white oor, yellow ceiling, an occluder and a
caustic generating transmissive sphere; the sec-
ond is a similar sized scene but with two di�erent
coloured light sources occupying symmetrical po-
sitions on the ceiling. In the second scene the
occluder and the transmissive sphere have been
removed from the scene to minimise the di�er-
ences in the number of particle hits received by
mesh elements on the oor and walls. The two
scenes are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

We would expect the multi-channel metric to per-
form similarly to the existing one on the �rst

            

Figure 1: Scene 1 full solution.

            

Figure 2: Scene 2 full solution.

scene as there are no areas where the radios-
ity changes without a similar di�erence in inci-
dent particles. However the second scene with
the two light sources should display the multi-
channel method to its full advantage. The dif-
ferent coloured light sources should lead to areas
where there is a di�erence in radiosity without
there being a di�erence in the number of parti-
cle hits. In addition, the way in which particles
have their weight decreased as they interact with
the surfaces of the scene should disadvantage the
original method which relies on only small di�er-
ences in particles weights.
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Figure 3: Convergence for original method
and multi-channel method for scene 1.

Figure 3 illustrates that both methods perform
very similarly for test scene 1. It is not until a
large number of photons have been shot that the



advantages of the multi-channel metric become
apparent, providing better convergence to the so-
lution. However, in Figure 4 where the two meth-
ods are tested on the scene containing coloured
lights the multi-channel method performs signif-
icantly better when a large number of photons
have been traced.
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Figure 4: Convergence for original method
and multi-channel method for scene 2.

From these results it is clear that the simple ap-
proximation proposed by Tobler et al. is su�-
ciently good to be used as a subdivision metric
when rendering approximate images. However,
if the full solution is required, the multi-channel
metric will converge quicker to the solution. In
the following sections we will use the simple sub-
division metric to enable a performance compar-
ison between the metric presented in this section
and the enhancement presented in the next sec-
tions.

4 MULTI-STAGE SUBDIVISION

This section presents an extension to existing
subdivision techniques to aid the detection of
shadow boundaries and caustics. By exploiting
the highly uneven distribution of particle hits in
the elements which contain shadow boundaries
we should be able to enhance the subdivision of
these|typically slow to subdivide|elements.

Due to the stochastic nature of Monte Carlo tech-
niques the radiosity of an element cannot be con-
sidered stable until a suitably large number of
photons have hit it. This premise causes problems
when considering shadow boundaries and caus-
tics. Those elements that contain large radiosity
gradients are the elements that we want to sub-
divide as soon as possible as it is within these
patches that any aliasing artifacts due to an in-
adequate mesh will be most noticable. However,

if a patch is partially occluded|and hence consti-
tutes a shadow boundary|then it will obviously
receive less light, and hence less particles. There-
fore, existing hierarchical subdivision techniques
divide the elements that cause the largest errors
slower than they subdivide fully lit elements. In
the next section we present a method that en-
ables quicker subdivision of high-gradient patches
which should reach a more accurate solution in
less time.

4.1 Method

Our method is based upon the observation that
we expect large di�erences in the number of hits
between subnodes on the preview layer if a node
contains a shadow boundary or caustic. Pre-
viously we have been unable to make a deci-
sion about whether or not to subdivide an el-
ement until a large number of particles have
hit that element. Monte Carlo theory states
that the variance in the illumination of a node's
subnodes decreases with the number of parti-
cles that have hit that node in accordance with
Shirley's results[Shirl91a]. Chebyshev's Inequal-
ity [Rice95a] states that for a random variable X ,
with mean � and variance �2, and for any t > 0:

P (jX � �j > t) �
�2

t2
(1)

In this case, X is the fraction of current layer
particle hits that have hit a particular subnode
on the preview layer. Assuming that there is no
di�erence in illumination across the element, the
fraction of hits each element on the preview layer
will receive can be extrapolated from the current
level. The variance, �2 is controlled by the num-
ber of particles that have hit the element, and t

is a threshold value which is used to determine
whether or not an element needs to be subdi-
vided. If we establish a con�dence value, c, which
is the probability of subdividing an element incor-
rectly, i.e. the probability of jX��j being greater
than t, when � is extrapolated from the current
layer, then from Equation 1 we have:

c =
�2

t2
(2)

We note that, for elements containing high illu-
mination gradients, at least one of the subnodes
on the layer below will have large jX � �j. This
can be detected by setting a higher threshold, t.
From Equation 2, we note that to maintain the



same level of con�dence in our decision to sub-
divide the element, if t increases, then we can
increase the variance, �2. Our con�dence mea-
sure states the probability of incorrectly subdi-
viding a patch|leading to an increase in Monte
Carlo noise. If we can maintain the same level of
con�dence we will not increase the noise in our
radiosity approximation. Since we know that the
variance decreases as the number of particle hits
increases, if using a larger threshold, t, then we
can reach a decision with fewer particle hits.

In the previous sections we required a large num-
ber of photons before the illumination within an
element could be considered stable. We deter-
mined this number by observing how many pho-
tons must hit an element before extra photons will
only negligably change the illumination. Thus we
set 4800 photon hits on an element in the current
layer as our single stage. Rather than waiting
until a suitably large number of photons have hit
a patch before testing for subdivision against a
small threshold, we can now perform multi-stage
subdivision. In this section we introduce a num-
ber of new stages, each requiring fewer photons
hits to perform the subdivision algorithm. As the
number of photons hits required decreases we in-
crease the threshold di�erence|between the cur-
rent and preview layers|required for subdivision.
In this manner we can detect high illumination
gradients such as caustics and shadow boundaries
quicker, and subdivide them accordingly. This
leads to a technique which should perform much
better in those areas where subdivision is critical
to the perceived realism of scenes.

4.2 Results

The results presented in this section compare the
multi-staged subdivision technique described in
the section above to the original method propsed
by Tobler et al. used in section 3. The results we
calculated using the �rst test scene shown in Fig-
ure 1. In addition to the original subdivision cri-
terion of a di�erence of 6% between the constant
representations at the current and preview layers
after 4800 photon hits at the current level, extra
stages of subdivision were included, as shown in
Table 1.

In Figure 5 the performance of the new technique
is compared with the original method. It is clear
that the multi-stage method converges quicker
to the solution. The convergence in the early
stages of the rendering is much better due to the
multi-stage method detecting the caustic caused
by the transmissive sphere with less than half the

Number of hits Di�erence
300 33%
600 22%
1200 16%
2400 11%

Table 1: Subdivision criterion used in
multi-staged subdivision technique.

number of traced photons than the conventional
method. Figures 6 and 7 show the images gener-
ated by tracing 125,000 photons with and with-
out using multi-stage subdivision. These images
demonstrate the higher level of subdivision along
the shadow boundary and within the caustic.
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Figure 5: Convergence for original method
and multi-stage method for scene 1.

5 TRIANGULATION

The results presented in previous sections have
all been using a constant function to approximate
the radiosity within a surface patch. Using a con-
stant function enables easier visualisation of the
patch size|as the patches appear discrete within
the image|which was important for determining
how quickly various elements subdivided. How-
ever, when rendering it is important that the dis-
advantages associated with constant approxima-
tion of illumination across a discretised surface
such as Mach banding are minimised. In this
section we test our multi-stage subdivision tech-
nique to ensure that the bene�ts provided by our
method in the previous sections are also present
when we interpolate the radiosity between the
mesh elements.

First we describe the method we have used to
determine how to interpolate between the cur-



            

Figure 6: 125,000 photons without multi-
stage subdivsion.

            

Figure 7: 125,000 photons with multi-stage
subdivsion.

rent elements which can lie of di�erent layers of
the quad-tree. One possible solution is to per-
form some bilinear interpolation of the illumi-
nation between average radiosity values at the
patch centres, using a technique such as Gouraud
shading [Goura71a]. However, as we have placed
no restrictions on the depth of subdivision it is
possible for adjacent current elements to be on
di�erent layers. This causes problems with T-
vertices, which are corner vertices of a mesh ele-
ment, but fall along the edge of a neighbour which
lies on a higher layer. These T-vertices can lead to
very noticeable discontinuities in the illumination
across a surface. Techniques have been developed
to handle T-vertices [Silli94a], but many of these
rely on a mesh being restricted|e.g. not allow-
ing more than one level of subdivision di�erence
between adjacent elements.

5.1 Method

As a post-processing stage, once the particle trac-
ing stage is complete we compute a triangulation
of each surface within the scene. For our research
it is important that the triangulation can be used
both for swift rendering of an image, and for in-
teractive exploration of the particle-traced scene.
For the �rst use, it is important that we do not
just generate a list of triangles, as it should be
possible to quickly ascertain which triangle an
eye ray from the image-rendering stage has in-
tersected. At the end of the particle-tracing stage
we have the average radiosity values for each mesh

element, as shown in Figure 8.

Average Radiosity value for patch
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Figure 8: Example �nal mesh.

The next stage is to generate an ordered list of
all adjacent elements centre points, and all those
corner vertices of the element that lie on the sur-
face edge. These centre points are then used
to generate triangles, each consecutive pair of
points forming a triangle with the centre point
of the element. However, this method leads to
mesh inconsistencies|where two mesh elements
will cover the same area with di�erent trian-
gles. These mesh inconsistencies are undesirable
as they can lead to visible discontinuities in the
interpolated radiosity. To avoid these disconti-
nuities we need to remove some of the triangles
we generate from our triangulation to ensure that
no two di�erent triangles cover the same area.
The simplest way to achieve this is to not in-
clude some of the centre points in our ordered
list. We thus remove the centre points of any
adjacent elements that lie diagonally above and
left of the element, or diagonally below and right.
For example in Figure 8 the naive method would
generate the following list of centre points for the
patch marked d: a; e; h; g; c|each of pair of which
would form a triangle with the centre point of
d. However, the generated list for g: d; e; h; j; i; c
would then describe a di�erent way to grid the
square d � e � h � g leading to a mesh incon-
sistency. Hence, as described above we cull the
centre point diagonally below and right from d

from its list (h), yielding the triangulation shown
in Figure 9.



Average Radiosity value for patch

Figure 9: Example mesh after triangulation.

5.2 Results

The results presented in the previous sections of
this paper have all been using a constant approx-
imation of the radiosity within a mesh element.
We chose to use a constant approximation as it
would best display the subdivision of the surfaces
to enable conclusions to be drawn about the sub-
division method. In this section we will present
results in which radiosity values have been bi-
linearly interpolated between the current layer
mesh elements|as described in the last section|
to converge quicker to the full solution. Figure 10
shows the results of the multi-stage subdivision
method presented in section 4, compared with
the original method. Results are shown both with
and without the interpolation. From this �gure
it is clear that the multi-stage subdivision tech-
nique performs equally well for both interpolated
and constant approximations. In both cases the
multi-stage subdivision technique produces im-
ages of similar quality to the original method
using half the number of photons|and hence
half the rendering time. In addition the interpo-
lated results|for both original and multi-stage
methods|also produce the same error using half
the number of photons required for the constant
approximation to reach that error. These two im-
provements are cumulative with each other. In
Table 2 we show mean rendering times and er-
rors for the original method and the multi-stage
subdivision method. These means were averaged
over �fteen runs. The renderings are of the scene

shown in Figure 1, with bilinear interpolation.
They were rendered on a 333MHz Sun Ultra 10,
with 128MB of RAM.
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Figure 10: Convergence for original method
and multi-stage method for scene 1.

Photons Using M-S Mean Mean
shot subdivision time error

125000 Yes 2mins 06.37 0.01947
500000 No 8mins 03.19 0.02615

250000 Yes 4mins 02.57 0.01599
1000000 No 16mins 07.40 0.02501

Table 2: Timing results for the multi-stage
subdivision technique.

Using the multi-stage subdivision technique we
can generate an image with signi�cantly smaller
error, using a quarter of the number of photons.
This enables scenes to be generated with the bet-
ter convergence in a quarter of the time using the
multi-stage subdivision technique, as shown in
Table 2. Our results also showed that the multi-
stage subdivision technique gives more reliable re-
sults. For the sets of �fteen runs used to generate
the results in Table 2, the multi-stage subdivision
technique runs had time and error variances half
those of the standard method.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented two modi�ca-
tions to hierarchical subdivision algorithms for
Monte Carlo radiosity methods. These modi�-
cations have been implemented using the hierar-
chical stochastic radiosity technique proposed by
Tobler et al.|but are equally applicable to other
depth-�rst methods [Heckb90a]. The �rst, a more
accurate subdivision heuristic based upon the in-
cident radiosity in each channel rather than the



number of particle hits proved to o�er some small
improvement in results over the original method,
including better convergence to the solution in
the later stages of rendering. This was shown to
be the case both for scenes in which the origi-
nal method was expected to do well and scenes
in which the new method was expected to prove
more accurate.

The second technique presented used statistical
theory to suggest a technique for more e�ective
subdivision along shadow boundaries and caustics
where subdivision is usually slower. By staging
the subdivision and detecting large di�erences in
the illumination across an element's preview sub-
nodes after fewer particle hits we can detect high
illumination gradients with the same con�dence
that we have not subdivided erroneously. This
allows us to render images to a similar quality in
a quarter of the time.

To ensure the robustness of our multi-stage sub-
division technique we repeated our experiments
using a triangulation technique to enable bilinear
interpolation of radiosity values between mesh el-
ements. The results showed a similar error be-
tween our method, using a quarter of the num-
ber of photons, and the original. This result was
consistent for both the constant and interpolated
radiosity values.

There are several improvements that could be
made to this work. We have for the moment
used only a constant representation of the radios-
ity over the surface elements for the subdivision
metric. This work could be expanded to consider
using the linear approximation used by Tobler et
al.. The use of a linear approximation of the ra-
diosity within a patch would decrease memory us-
age by limiting excessive subdivision in areas of
constant radiosity gradient. Linear approxima-
tion would require up to ten times as many pho-
ton hits before a node could be considered stable.
Using the multi-stage subdivision technique, that
number could be signi�cantly decreased in areas
where there are large gradients.
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